Epic Updates for Providers
General Changes:







Order “Strict Intake & Output” is being replaced by “Intake and Output”. Ability to indicate it is “Strict
I&O” is within the order of “Intake & Output”. If “Strict I&O” is saved as a “preference” please remove
and replace with “Intake and Output” order.
Post-Op Navigator with additional option. (See screen shot)
SNF Discharge when mid-level is performing the discharge. (see screen shot)
Process change when making multiple Discharge follow-up appointments with same provider. (see
Screen shot)
“Blood Product Transfusion” order set changing. Please remove any current saved “favorite” set for
blood transfusion and replace with new set. (see screen shot of set on third page).

New Blood Product Transfusion Order Set Changes (see attached copy of Order set):
 “Blue” type is important information to assist in navigating through blood product
ordering to ensure all parts of the order are placed
 Patients need to have a current Type and Screen order; patients that have an active
T&S currently on record will display in this area. T&S are only current for 72 hours after
which a new T&S needs to be performed to release blood products.
 “Order and Transfuse” places the order to the blood bank for the product as well as
directs nursing to “transfuse the blood”
 “Place XXX (blood product) on hold” is ONLY an order to blood bank to Cross-match or
allocate blood product for patient—but NOT to transfuse.
 “Transfuse” is only used by itself when there is a previous order for “Place XXX (blood
product) on hold”; it is essentially telling the nurse that the product needs to be given
to the patient now.
 Pre-Medications are available for selection if needed.
 IV Fluid is pre-checked as needs to be part of “order and Transfuse”; please uncheck if
you are ordering blood products on hold and place this order at the point of time you
are ordering the “transfuse blood product”
 General Nursing area and Lab orders (Pre and Post Transfusion) should be marked as
appropriate. Remove Check mark in front of Vital signs if you are placing the blood
order as a “hold”.

Post-Op Navigator Changes:

Discharges to SNF when mid-level preparing orders for MD/DO; SNF regulations require MD/DO signature:

Discharge “Follow-Up” Multiple Appointments with Same Provider:

